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People cry
foul over
title deeds
Efforts by a coastal community to
reclaim their land are being met
with violence, reports Thabo Jijana
RESIDENT Jacob Zuma’s announcement
in his State of the Nation address last week that already a call for fresh land
claims had attracted 36 000
submissions will ring hollow
to villagers living near the
Dwesa-Cwebe Nature Reserve, where growing hostilities between reserve officials
and villagers have led to two
deaths and other alleged abuses.
The seven villages that
neighbour the nature reserve, which is situated in a
rural area known as DwesaCwebe, along the Wild Coast
of the former Transkei, were
among the first communities
to lodge a land claim in the
first window after 1994 and
have been battling without
success for the transfer of title deeds ever since being
awarded their claim in 2001.
That was the year the community signed a settlement
agreement with the Land
Claims Commission, which
oversaw the whole process
on behalf of government.
In the 14 years since, villagers say they have been
waging a battle to secure title
deeds – without title deeds
affirming that the DwesaCwebe community are the
owners, the reserve land is
held in trust by Gugile Nkwinti, the Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform,
under which the land commission operates. Without
the title deeds, the residents
of Dwesa-Cwebe still have no
say in what happens within
the nature reserve.
This is a battle that has
sparked conflict with officials
of the Eastern Cape Parks
and Tourism Agency
(ECPTA), the organisation
that runs the Dwesa-Cwebe
Nature Reserve and which
villagers accuse of disregarding the settlement agreement, which promised them
access to the reserve and the
adjacent coastal waters.
In December 2013, a reserve ranger was shot dead
during an altercation when
rangers confronted a group
of local fishermen from
Hobeni village in the reserve’s waters.
In June 2011, a man from
Cwebe village died after being shot “in defence” by a
reserve ranger during a separate clash inside the reserve
forest.
According to a report by
the Transkei Land Service
Organisation (Tralso), a land
rights NGO that has been reporting on the troubles at
Dwesa-Cwebe, there is now a
“systematic policy to arrest,
assault and prosecute people
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for so-called trespassing on
their own land”.
Tralso executive director
Simbongile Kamtshe said villagers report being “subjected to systematic abuses, like
women being made to go
home naked, beatings and periodic arrests”.
The Dwesa-Cwebe Nature
Reserve is 48km east of the
rural town of Willowvale. It is
bordered by the Indian Ocean
on its eastern boundary and
villages dotted across rugged
grassland in every other direction.
The land that is now the
nature reserve had been
seized from the area’s amaXhosa dwellers, first by colonial authorities and then by
the Kaiser Matanzima regime
of the Transkei homeland, all
in the name of nature conservation; after democracy, the villagers lodged a
restitution claim and in
2001 they were successful.
Villagers such as Ndodana Mapukata, of
Ntubeni village, still recall
the visit made by then
deputy president Zuma to
Dwesa-Cwebe on June 17
2001 to mark the ruling
with a signing ceremony, a
visit that left them with
the impression that their
struggles “had come to
fruition”.
The settlement agreement
undertook to:
O Restore ownership of the
reserve land to the DwesaCwebe villages;
O Lease the reserve land to
government for 21 years, ending in 2022;
O Grant villagers restricted access to the reserve and
the adjacent coastal area;
O Pay restitution funds
worth over R14-million to the
community;
O Use the restitution money to develop the DwesaCwebe area, create jobs and
boost tourism; and
O Co-manage the reserve
with villagers through a residents’ body, the DwesaCwebe Land Trust.
Without the formal transfer of the reserve land
though, the settlement agreement has been reduced to a
list of broken promises.
Mhlayifani Mbola, the
chairman of the original
Dwesa-Cwebe Land Trust,
said: “The government has
not done any of the things
they promised in the agreement.”
Nandi Sondati, the
spokeswoman for the Eastern
Cape Land Claims Commission, said plans were still
afoot for the Dwesa-Cwebe
community to receive title
deeds.

She blamed the villagers
for the government’s failure
to comply with the settlement agreement as planned.
This, she said, was because
of disputes between the Dwesa-Cwebe Land Trust and a
series of rival trusts that
emerged in the decade after
the settlement, disputes
which led to court battles and
the commission having to repeatedly broker solutions.
Mbola however challenged
this, saying the disputes were
caused by the slow pace in
government obeying the settlement agreement, as villagers grew tired of words
and wanted to see action.
The commission had not
helped matters either, said
Kamtshe, adding: “Whenever
the Land Claims Commission
intervenes in this community

it disbands structures. This is
apparently their practice everywhere.”
Dwesa-Cwebe is not an exceptional case, as communities such as Enon and
Bersheba in Addo, near Nelson Mandela Bay, are waging
similar battles with the land
commission over title deeds.
Aninka Claassens, director
of the Rural Women’s Action
Research Project at the University of Cape Town, has
been quoted as saying the objective of land reform has
“shifted from a means of
restitution to a means of encouraging black entrepreneurship,” a shift that seems
designed to favour claims relating to farms.

TRANQUIL SCENE: The peaceful river on which
Dwesa and Cwebe lie on the Wild Coast
This is unfair to beneficiaries such as those in DwesaCwebe, where claimants
mainly seek access to the resources to sustain themselves
– by delaying the transfer of
title deeds, the government is
denying some of them access
to their only source of livelihood, the sea.
Minister Nkwinti reportedly said last year that out of
the 80 000 claims received nationally in the first window,
77 622 had been settled; Sondati said 17 698 claims were
lodged in the Eastern Cape,
with 16 680 settled.
Settlement does not, however, mean peace, as evidenced by the turmoil in
Dwesa-Cwebe.
“We feel excluded by the
people at the reserve,”
Matelele Mpampa of Hobeni,
said.
“They do not talk to us
about anything.”
Titane Ndabaninzi, of
Hobeni, said: “We keep
complaining but we never
get help.”
Sikhumbuzo Nogaga, a
resident of Ntubeni village, said: “Everything
they do we do not trust
because it is not discussed with us.”
As for the resettlement
money, Amathole District
Municipality (under whose
jurisdiction Dwesa-Cwebe
falls) was tasked with facilitating all development relating to the settlement agreement, and to this end just
over R12-million of the Dwesa-Cwebe funds were deposited into its coffers.
Siyabulela Makunga, the
spokesman for ADM, said a
little over R5-million remained of that money.
In reply to a question of
how the money has been
used, he counted, without
providing details, among other things, the “establishment
and support of SMMEs and
agri-businesses for food secu-

FRUSTRATED: Despite their land claim being settled in 2001,
villagers do not possess the title deeds

SITTING UNEASY: Disgruntled villagers have lost patience with
the government’s promises
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rity”, and the “funding of a
resource centre and sport facilities”.
Villagers in Dwesa-Cwebe
meanwhile said they know
nothing about this.
“We have not seen any
change in Dwesa-Cwebe,”
said Khuzile Juza, a local activist from Hobeni and a
founding member of the Dwesa-Cwebe Land Trust.
Dwesa-Cwebe Nature Reserve was established in 1975.
Thanks to a permit system
operated by the Department
of Economic Development,
Environmental Affairs and
Tourism (Dedeat), the management authority that ran
Dwesa-Cwebe Nature Reserve before ECPTA took
over, villagers could fish in
the coastal waters and enjoy
limited access to other reserve resources, such as harvesting mussels, collecting
wood and medicinal herbs.
But villagers say they lost
this freedom not long after
signing the settlement agreement, when the ECPTA replaced the Dedeat.
The Marine Living Resources Act of 1989 has been enforced at the Dwesa-Cwebe
Nature Reserve, making any
coastal waters that form part
of it a “no take zone” and
consumption of any sort expressly outlawed.

It is this law, according to
ECPTA spokeswoman
Veliswa Mhlophe, that the
agency has vigorously applied resulting in villagers
being denied access to the
Dwesa-Cwebe reserve.
“What we are saying is
that the field rangers who patrol the reserve are mistreating us,” said Nothandile Dyolidana, a resident of Mendwane village. “We get arrested and beaten if we are
caught inside the reserve.”
Mhlophe said there were
plans to allow villagers to access much of the reserve’s
coastal area.
David Gongqose, a fisherman from Hobeni, is, together with the Hobeni Fishermen’s Association, taking
the Minister of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries, Senzeni Zokwana, to court, arguing for the recognition of
the local fishermen’s customary rights to access the
coastal areas near the reserve. The case was supposed to begin in 2013 but
has been postponed repeatedly, the latest postponement
to April 24, to be heard in the
Mthatha High Court.
O Research for this special
report was done with the support of a Taco Kuiper Grant
for Investigative Journalism
at Wits Journalism

PATHWAY: Fences are often cut to allow villagers access to the
reserve and its coastal waters
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